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About the
CCST Disaster Resilience Initiative:
Ongoing, complex, and intersecting disasters—
including climate change, extreme heat, power
outages, and the COVID-19 pandemic—
are radically disrupting the ways in which
Californians live and work. CCST is committed
to delivering science and technology advice
to improve our resilience to disasters, reduce
harm, and improve the lives of all Californians.

The California Delta (orange outline) is formed by the confluence of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers | Fig 2 from PPIC 2017

The following experts can advise on salinity in
the California Delta:

Summary
• The California Delta is a major hub in California’s
water infrastructure.

• Water managers rely on a number of strategies to
keep salinity levels in the Delta low.

• The Delta supplies freshwater to two thirds of all
Californians, a $50 billion agricultural industry, and
critical habitat for many protected species.

• Increasing drought and sea level rise is making it
more challenging for water managers to meet the
freshwater needs of all who rely on the Delta.

Managing Salinity in the
California Delta
The Delta is home to more than half a million
people and more than 700 species of plants and
animals. The Delta is also the major hub of several major water projects that collectively provide
freshwater to two-thirds of all Californians and
a $50 billion agricultural industry. Many of those
dependent on the Delta rely on relatively freshwater to thrive.
However, the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta is
also an estuary where half of California’s freshwater runoff mingles with Pacific Ocean saltwater. Freshwater flows out of the Delta to the
ocean and to water projects. Salty water flows
into the Delta from the ocean and runoff from
agricultural lands. The balance of tides, streamflows, and water operations affects the salinity
levels of water within the Delta.
Water flows through the Delta are carefully controlled by water managers to meet regulated salinity levels. Climate change, including increasing
drought and sea level rise, is expected to make
meeting the freshwater needs of Delta end-users more challenging.

Select Experts

Contributors to salinity
sources & events that bring salt into the delta

Daily Tides: Tides reverse the direction of
water flows in the Delta twice a day and push
ocean salt water inland towards the Delta.

Karen Kayfetz (Moderator)
Adaptive Management Program Mgr.
Delta Stewardship Council
Karen.Kayfetz@deltacouncil.ca.gov
Expertise: management of natural
resources in the San Francisco Bay-Delta

Jay Lund, PhD
Co-Director,
Center for Watershed Sciences,
UC Davis
jrlund@ucdavis.edu
Expertise: Modeling the management of
water supplies for multiple uses.

Levee Failures: Many Delta islands are
below sea level. If an event such as an earthquake were to cause massive levee failure,
then ocean saltwater would get pulled into the
Delta as water rushes in to flood the islands.

Brett Milligan, PhD
Professor of Landscape Architecture
and Environmental Design,
Department of Human Ecology,
UC Davis
bmilligan@ucdavis.edu

Agricultural Runoff: Runoff from agricultural fields, particularly in the San Joaquin
Valley, concentrates salts from the land and
carries them into the Delta.

Expertise: Water infrastructure that
promotes ecological and cultural
restoration

Sea Level Rise: Sea level rise will push
more salt water into the Delta and increase
the risk of catastrophic level failure.
Drought: During drought there is less
freshwater available to maintain sufficient
flows to the ocean to flush salty water out
of the Delta and away from the many intake
pumps.

Nigel Quinn, PhD
Research Group Leader,
HydroEcological Engineering Advanced
Decision Support,
Berkeley National Laboratory
nwquinn@lbl.gov
Expertise: management of salinity in the
San Joaquin Basin

Contact:
Brie.Lindsey@ccst.us
Director of Science Services

Examples of Strategies:
managing Salinity Levels in the Delta
In-Delta

In-Delta

Example: The Emergency Drought Salinity Barrier was erected to help deter
the tidal push of saltwater from the SF Bay into the central Delta. (DWR)

Example: Proposed Franks Track project would restore tidal marshes (green)
that would help impede the flow of saltier water into the central Delta. (CDFW)

Physical Barriers

Marsh Restoration

Managers can erect and operate physical barriers to modify
in-Delta flows and direct saltier water away from critical habitats or water pumps. Examples include the Suisun Marsh salinity control gates, the Cross-Delta Channel control gates near
Walnut Grove, or the Emergency Drought Salinity Barrier near
Oakley.

Restoration of marsh habitat within the Delta such as at Sherman Island or the proposed Franks Track project can reduce
the risk of catastrophic levee failures and modify in-Delta
flows to direct salt water away from critical areas.

Upstream of Delta

Delta Export

Example: Oroville Dam in Butte County controls flows of the Feather River
into the Delta as part of the California State Water Project. (DWR)

Example: The Harvey O. Banks Delta Pumping Plant lifts water out of the
south Delta and into the California Aqueduct for export south. (DWR)

Reservoir Releases

Pumping Schedules

Water managers can change the timing and size of freshwater
releases from upstream reservoirs such as Shasta and Oroville
to control the flow of freshwater into the Delta.

Water managers can change the timing and rate of pumps that
are operated to export freshwater out of the Delta to Bay
Area and southern California water uses.
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